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False flags in Ukraine. Have no doubt, Biden’s handlers want this war.

"Mariupol Residents Accuse Ukraine Of Firing On Civilians"


The propaganda and lying is simply off the roof. Everyday I read the news and I have not much further to add other than that there are too many hoaxes, false flags, irregularities, but also a lot of never ending warfare simply because of jewing and nothing else.

The fact that also Putin literally was threatening the West with WW3 straight on the day of Passover is just utterly obvious.

All of this is also like straight up escalating with no mending of ties in sight. It appears Russia is unrelenting, and also the Ukrainian people will fight unceasingly for their homeland. The main factors that lead to the conflict do still remain not only unaddressed, but not even conversation is taking place in any meaningful way.

The jewish propaganda machine in the West is also on full throttle promoting the worst tier of fake news, such as that Finland and others are going to join NATO, crossing red lines that Russia would take as lines of retaliation.

The crimes the media is doing right now are incomprehensible. They are fuelling the flames of WW3, thinking this is some sort of shit joke like Covid-19. They have no comprehension on how Russia internalizes these news, and how dangerous these claims are. They are trying to hoax their way into making this war not only worse, but into an eventual never ending conflict or even WW3. That's some (((Media))) for us all.

From the United States, we don't really see serious attempts to de-escalate the situation. In fact, it appears that Biden and his close circle are only pushing the knife deeper. The stance of Biden will also make other geopolitical things worse, such as China and Taiwan, potentially opening up the world to more conflicts.

Putin appears a hundred percent unrelenting until he has verifications that the Russian border is secured. Zelenskyy on the other hand looks like he will drag this
to the ultimate end no matter the price, even if this means WW3 or whatever of the sort, or casualties pile up to the millions.

Trump would have done better and this is not an understatement. At the current rate of affairs, this war is going to drag and keep dragging, without an "end" in sight. Certain people claimed this would "Finish" within 1 month, but the reality is, this might last at least a few months more, or even a year, especially if the Western Powers continue down the ineffective rule-sets they are applying.

Maybe the two sides will weaken and enter a small break within the next many months [not yet though] but eventual resurgence of war might happen again since there has been no conversation whatsoever between the two sides. It does not appear astrologically this will ease up anytime soon.

If it does, it will be by human hand, but the issue remains that it appears Putin wants to take a lot more from Ukraine and force negotiations again. He has certain demands he wants met.

__________________________________

Original Post: March 8th 2022.

Do not listen to any bullshitter that tells you this event is to be taken lightly or that it doesn't matter. These people are literally clueless.

We will be affected as a globe from this event. The Gods will protect their own through this, but we must do the necessary steps. I write this as a disclaimer to get this out of the way, so that you don't read this in a worried state, but rather, with a focused mind instead.

If you saw a bullshit flu and it's influence on the globe, you can imagine how this event might affect life. Yes, it might not affect all Nations, but the climate of this world is going to change.

The climate in the West is that this is not going to affect us and so on. No, it will have a lot of damage, and much of this will also be reflected in regular people's lives. You have went to the Gas Station, or seen a Natural Gas bill in Europe, and you probably have seen how all prices could rise and so on.

As "Sanctions" and other things will be targeted in Russia, this will also backfire on the United States and the world at large. In fact, Western Nations who were not prepared of this, might experience meltdowns in some sectors because of these sanctions.

These are only first and primary symptoms of what might happen if this situation is kept on going. It appears the enemy wants, as a primary reason, to cause poverty and extreme fear in the globe. The "own nothing and you will be happy" will be made easier through the imposition of this level of poverty.
You will see this in everything I have illustrated in as early as November 2021. Clearly, it has come to pass. The reason you have a gallon of gas now costing 10 bucks in some places, is because of these artificial shortages due to the artificial price rising of oil, which is quintessential for wars and mobilizations.

Many people are also being kept in the dark, as with anything negative. The media, while they try to scare people, they aren't really warning them of anything at all. Governments on all times never warn people of what is to come, and people are left alone in disaster or shock when negative events occur.

In the Joy of Satan we say only facts about what is going to happen, so that we are prepared as individual Satanists to be above these events. While these events affect the world, if one knows, one will guard and will therefore not be affected or guide their life in another direction, while many people that don't know might be devastated.

Imagine now living in Ukraine and you listened to Zelenskyy who was skiing 2 days before the invasion and didn't even guard the Nation by putting the military on high alert. These people now lost their lives because of negligence out of this jew.

Governments on the other hand, don't even give one damn to even warn their own people of impending apocalypse.

There are three likely outcomes of this war that the enemy is creating over literally nothing, and they are as follows. I don't want to be a bringer of bad news, and as we have stated, we will adapt and overcome any of this on a personal or community level.

Ukraine has been picked as a sacrificial lamb in the Jewish agenda of ushering other plans such as a financial reconstruction and also our well known agenda of trying to impose the "Great Reset", since the Co-Vid situation was clearly lesser and not enough to cause these changes.

From all this, we will have people that will be displaced, people that will die, people that will struggle: Generally nothing on the end of a net positive.

1. WW3. This is the most furthest from reality scenario, but it is bad. This is the scenario the enemy wants, with the nukes and all of that. This is clearly a world devastating scenario, but it is the scenario most desired by the enemy, and also the Greys who want to extinct humanity. While this scenario is by logical means the least likely, the enemy is also in a mode of insanity.

The likelihood here is low, as the enemy will also get extinct here, speaking of the Jews. The degree of chaos will be impossible to manage, and the enemy will likely perish with everyone else. Gentiles will however survive, because we are way more than them.
2. No WW3, but regional wars and torment for Russia's neighbours. That is medium likely. This, if left on it's own, might also escalate in itself. If and how much more likely this will become, will depend a lot on things like the power of sanctions, if Putin is hell-bent on demilitarizing other neighbours, and what the Governments of these neighbouring countries like Finland are going to do.

If NATO and senile Biden also sit there and do nothing at all and NATO isn't on full readiness, chances are, the situation might get worse.

If the situation remains as is, Putin will likely not overextend on many fronts. But if you start hearing too much NATO friendly rhetoric in Finnish TV for example, then one must consider preparing to pack up for the next country.

If Putin feels like he can get away with anything, they might expand their attacks on other non-NATO Nations, which might be of lesser interest, especially if said Nations position themselves closely with NATO.

3. A New Cold War. That is a most likely scenario. Ukraine in this example might face territorial loss [permanently] and then the Ukrainian government will be replaced from the Comedian Zelenskyy to another shill that will be positioned, likely from Russia.

As in the crisis of Yugoslavia, bigger powers will pounce on Ukraine, and the Nation won't be the same as it was before, either if it wins or loses. It might take a decade until the Nation is again stable and functional in a normal way. A temporary or somewhat long lasting "stability" might arise in the Nation, but territorial losses and governmental changes, independent states, and other chaos will be the norm for a while.

This shifting of power balances will cause more effects, namely, a cold war and a period of extreme vigilance in Europe. This vigilance, will be for many years to come a deciding factor in how Nations will behave, so draconian measures of control, or a turn into militarism, might be the case. In fact, Nations might be left with no other choice but have to do this in order to maintain their existence.

For those who are a bit older, you remember the Cold War. A sheer war of ideological clashes between the Soviet Union and the United States, that was also coupled with other forms of wars, cultural, fiscal and proxy warfare. We might enter a period of a Cold War 2.0 after the situation "stabilizes" in Ukraine.

This will incur financially and culturally many brutal changes, which might extend far further beyond a physical war. Internet warfare, poverty or mass famine [this will affect ALL PARTIES INVOLVED, NOT JUST THE WINNERS], devaluations of currencies, all sorts of negative events will be accelerated from this.

The above, while the most "desirable" scenario, is NOT one without blood. Suffering is also involved in this one too.
4. As all of this happens, things like China and the Middle East, such as Taliban's new government, are going to get empowered, and grow in the shadows. That will be a devastating factor for global security, as Russia, EU and United States might be involved in a perpetual forms of hybridized warfare that will likely devalue all parties and empower things like China in the process.

A climate of global uncertainty will arise as a result. This uncertainty might trigger all sorts of security threats and issues for living citizens. That is already being opened now and it might escalate.

Klaus Schwab and others of his bunch like Billy Gates are of the idea that the United States must fall from being a primary world power, because this messes up their plans. Meanwhile, Klaus didn't really want a full blown war, but to enslave people through bogus pandemics and other large scale hoaxes, until they ushered their "Great Reset 2030 soylent china modern state" agenda.

This, in other words, might delay their plans, but it comes at a net cost of creating other conditions that Klaus and company might find as a good opportunity to abuse. Even if for example we exit this as a world with outcome 3, we will still likely have to deal with Klaus's dementia, new variants, or some sort of other bullshit they will come up with to continue on with Klaus's geriatric criminal reptilian agenda.

In other words, humanity has to wake up and we have to be vigilant over this too, not about the Ukraine crisis. It's doubtful the Globalists are going to let go after the recent failure of the Co-Vid situation.

In fact, what is the worse thing, is that if you put down Klaus's agenda, you will understand that the situation of this war is literally a by-product of the "Coronavirus" crisis [as explained in a previous topics, Nations enter wars because of the fiscal destruction]. We could effectively easily credit this too on Klaus's indirect causation.

Anyone who has anything to add here, feel free. Reading further information, news etc., on this subject, is very important.
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